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In this course, you will learn and practice techniques to monitor and troubleshoot routed and switched networks
through extensive hands-on lab exercises. Troubleshooting methods, approaches, procedures, and tools are explored.
A series of diﬀerent organizations are introduced for each a set of troubleshooting scenarios that are presented. You
will attempt to solve as many of the troubleshooting tickets as you can; the debrief includes review information that
will help you further understand the speciﬁc issues raised in the scenarios.

Skills Gained
Troubleshooting methods, approaches, and procedures
Recommended network maintenance practices
Using basic and specialized troubleshooting tools
Troubleshooting:
A redundant Internet gateway or redundant ISP fails to provide backup connectivity
OSPF, EIGRP and BGP issues, including redistribution
HSRP, VRRP, and GLBP issues
EtherChannel issues
Other issues including NTP, DNS, default routes, IP SLAs, AAA, and GRE
When headquarters or branch clients are unable to access internal devices or the Internet
When you are unable to connect to a network device using SSH or Telnet
When devices are unable to acquire a DHCP-provided address

Who Can Beneﬁt
Network engineers and technicians
Support engineers
Systems engineers
Network analysts
Senior network administrators
Anyone involved in implementing, verifying, and troubleshooting routed and switched enterprise networks

Prerequisites

Prerequisites
Taking ROUTE v2.0 and SWITCH v2.0 is highly recommended
Knowledge of and experience with the implementation and veriﬁcation of enterprise routing and switching
technologies that includes:
Layer 2 switching including VLANs, VLAN ACLs, and switch security
Link aggregation protocols
Various types of STP
Inter-VLAN routing solutions
First Hop Redundancy Protocols: HSRP, VRRP, and GLBP
Branch oﬃce operations
EIGRP and OSPF routing protocols
Layer 3 path control
Redistribution
Internal and External BGP
IPv4 and IPv6 networking

Course Details
Cisco Digital E-Learning beneﬁts students in many ways, as it’s:
Eﬀective: Covers every learning style, with HD instructor-led video, searchable transcripts, and full Student Guide
textbook
Interactive: Oﬀers engaging Discovery Labs for hands-on learning, plus graded challenge assignments to measure
progress
Flexible: Increases learning convenience, as students can work at their own pace, anytime, anywhere
Integrated: Provides everything in one place; no multiple systems to log into
Unrivaled: Gives you the beneﬁts of Cisco expertise, based on years of unmatched learning and certiﬁcation
experience

Other Instructional features include:
Search, which lets students go through all the instruction guides, as well as transcripts of videos
Lab recordings, which let students see how other students performed in labs, to improve peer learning
Labs-at-a-glance, showing each student’s complete and incomplete labs, so they can track progress and make
improvements
Compatibility with smartphones and tablets, so students can learn wherever they go, with their progress saved for
them
Synchronized learning on multiple devices, so students can switch between a laptop and a tablet without losing
their place
Gamiﬁcation, with achievement badges and medals awarded for mastering content and study techniques
Leaderboard, indicating how the top 10 students rank, to add a friendly, competitive element
Bookmarking, which lets students ﬂag and add notes to important concepts or areas they want to review
Glossary that can be easily browsed, with important terms highlighted

Social media links, so students can share their progress on Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter
Certiﬁcate of completion awarded to all students who ﬁnish each course
Topic videos, including slides and a whiteboard to illustrate important fundamentals from a speciﬁc topic or
subtopic

Refer a friend or colleague and get up to $100 Amazon gift card* — when they
book training!
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